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Modeling Multiple IP Traffic Streams
With Rate Limits

Daniel P. Heyman and David Lucantoni, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We start with the premise, and provide evidence that
it is valid, that a Markov-modulated Poisson process (MMPP) is a
good model for Internet traffic at the packet/byte level. We present
an algorithm to estimate the parameters and size of a discrete
MMPP (D-MMPP) from a data trace. This algorithm requires
only two passes through the data. In tandem-network queueing
models, the input to a downstream queue is the output from an
upstream queue, so the arrival rate is limited by the rate of the
upstream queue. We show how to modify the MMPP describing
the arrivals to the upstream queue to approximate this effect. To
extend this idea to networks that are not tandem, we show how to
approximate the superposition of MMPPs without encountering
the state-space explosion that occurs in exact computations.

Numerical examples that demonstrate the accuracy of these
methods are given. We also present a method to convert our
estimated D-MMPP to a continuous-time MMPP, which is used as
the arrival process in a matrix-analytic queueing model.

Index Terms—Hidden Markov model, Markov-modulated
Poisson process (MMPP), matrix-analytic queueing model, super-
position, tandem queues.

I. INTRODUCTION

T WO OF THE many applications of queueing models in
communications networks are sizing links in transport

networks and buffers in routers. A fundamental part of a
queueing model is the arrival process. A Markov-modulated
Poisson process (MMPP) is an attractive model for describing
backbone packet traffic. This paper describes a computation-
ally simple method of fitting an MMPP to trace data. Suppose
several traffic streams, each described by an MMPP, are going
to be combined. This occurs when access links are combined at
a provider edge router and when several links are replaced by a
single higher-speed link. This paper provides an algorithm for
combining the MMPPs for the original streams into a tractable
MMPP that describes the superposition of these streams.

Once it was recognized that (at the packet or byte level) IP
traffic is not described well by a Poisson process, it was natural
to try and describe it by an MMPP (see, for example, [1]–[3]).
The MMPP has enough flexibility to describe a wide variety
of data, and its physical interpretation seems to describe rate
fluctuations in many situations. For example, there are several
methods of fitting an MMPP to capture the behavior over several
time scales (see, e.g., [4] and [5]). Therefore, the self-similar
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properties described in [6] can be matched over the time scales
of interest. Moreover, the time-varying Poisson properties of the
MMPP is consistent with the statistical findings of [7] for data
collected on highly utilized links. In addition, there is a wide
body of knowledge and software available to make computable
performance models [8], [9]. A challenge in describing a time
series by an MMPP is to estimate the parameters of the model
accurately while keeping the number of states small enough to
make the performance models tractable. This paper addresses
that challenge by proposing an algorithm to estimate MMPP
parameters from count data.

An additional challenge is to limit state-space explosion in
the description of a superposition of MMPPs. The superposition
of two MMPPs is an MMPP whose transition matrix is the Kro-
necker sum of the transition matrices of the constituent MMPPs.
The dimension of the superposition ofMMPPs with dimen-
sions is the product of these dimensions, so per-
formance models where the arrival process is the superposition
of MMPPs become intractable foras small as two when the
original MMPPs have about 20 states. We use the idea behind
the MMPP estimation algorithm to approximate the superposi-
tion MMPP. We find that the number of states grows slowly with
the number of MMPPs superposed.

A third contribution of this paper is motivated by the fol-
lowing scenario. Users generate packet arrivals in the form of
an MMPP. The arrivals pass through a constant-rate device, such
as an access line (so many bits per second) or a router (so many
packets per second). When the user rate exceeds the rate of the
device, assume that the excess is either buffered or retransmitted
after a short delay. Then the output from the device is a modifi-
cation of the original MMPP with a peak rate equal to the rate
of the device. We present a method to capture this effect and de-
velop equations to describe this rate-limited process.

With the discovery that much Internet traffic exhibits long-
range dependence (LRD), one might wonder why we propose
to use an MMPP that, by definition, is short-range dependent
(SRD), as a model of IP traffic. As discussed in [10], although
SRD traffic has an exponential tail, the exponential part of the
tail might not become dominant until far beyond the region that
is of interest for performance modeling. For example, in [11],
realistic examples are given where an MMPP has a “heavy tail”
until beyond the point where the probability of blocking is less
than . Beyond that, the exponential component of the tail
is dominant but since the model is applied to an ATM traffic
example, we are only interested in regions where blocking is no
less than . There has also been some recent work [4], [5]
on fitting an MMPP to IP traffic such that the LRD behavior is
matched over several orders of magnitude.
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Also, the state-of-the-art in computing performance measures
with MMPP models is far beyond that of current LRD modeling.
For example, a recent book on the state-of-the-art of LRD mod-
eling was edited by K. Park and W. Willinger. In their overview
paper, [6], they summarize the state-of-the-art as illustrated with
the following three quotes: “A major weakness of many of the
[LRD] queueing based results is that they are asymptotic, in one
form or another,” “A further drawback of current performance
results is that they concentrate on first-order performance mea-
sures that relate to (long-term) packet loss rate but less so on
second order measures - for example variance of packet loss or
delay, generically referred to as jitter - which are of importance
in multimedia communication” and finally, “Even less is known
about transient performance measures, which are more relevant
in practice when convergence to long-term steady-state behavior
is too slow to be of much value for engineering purposes.” We
note that results for the MMPP/G/1 queue are exact, that results
exist for moments as well as distributions and that exact results
for the transient distributions are also available [8], [12].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present
a method to fit a discrete MMPP (D-MMPP) to an IP data trace.
In Section III, we present a method to approximate the effect
of limited access line speeds on the traffic. Building upon both
of these ideas, we present in Section IV a method for approxi-
mating the superposition of D-MMPPs with a D-MMPP having
a much smaller state space. This will allow an analytic treatment
of the multiplexing of several sources (some of which might rep-
resent outputs from previous nodes). Section V contains sev-
eral numerical examples demonstrating the accuracy of these
methods both in terms of approximating the arrival process as
well as predicting the performance seen by feeding the process
into a queue. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. FITTING AN IP TRACE

Heffes [13] made the first documented proposal to fit a traffic
stream by an MMPP. He used two phases for the Markov chain,
gave an estimation procedure for the parameters of the MMPP
from count data, and solved several queueing models with expo-
nential service times. Meier-Hellstern [14] provided the first es-
timation algorithm based on interarrival-time measurements. It
has proven difficult to obtain estimators for MMPPs with more
than a few states because of the computational burden. More-
over, traffic data frequently consists of counts of events during
fixed length intervals, such as packets per second or bytes per
100 ms, so model fitting has to be done with this type of data.

Hidden Markov models take counts as the fundamental
random variables, so they are alternatives to MMPP models.
A hidden Markov model(HMM) is a discrete-time process in
which parameters that control the distribution of the number of
counts depend on the state of a (hidden) Markov chain [15].
In particular, when the number of counts has a Poisson distri-
bution, we obtain aPoisson-hidden Markov model(PHMM).
The connection between the MMPP and the PHMM is not
straightforward. An MMPP is a point process and the funda-
mental random variables are the arrival epochs. The phases of
an MMPP are governed by acontinuous-timeMarkov chain.
Given the current phase, the future of the MMPP is condition-

ally independent of the past (i.e., Markov); this is what makes
the MMPP so useful in continuous-time queueing models.

Suppose we define a point process where the phases are
governed by adiscrete-timeMarkov chain and the rates depend
on the phases exactly as in an MMPP. The phase changes
can occur at integer multiples of some fundamental time
unit; call these timesphase-transition epochs. This process is
not Markovian because the times between phase changes do
not have the memoryless property; it is regenerative (at any
phase-transition epoch). The essential physics are the same as
the MMPP. We propose calling this process adiscreteMMPP
(D-MMPP). A PHMM is a counting process that counts the
number of events between adjacent phase-transition epochs of
a D-MMPP. It is a special case of a batch Markovian arrival
process (BMAP); Lucantoni [8] describes the BMAP and some
related processes.

With the counts as dataand the number of states in the
Markov chain given, the log-likelihood function of a PHMM
can be written in a computationally useful form. Moreover, it
is claimed that extant optimization algorithms can be used to
obtain maximum likelihood estimates [15]. The sticking point
in this result is that the number of Markov chain states has to be
specified in advance, and that may not be easy to do. The claim
that maximizing the likelihood function can be done needs
to be checked for time series with hundreds of thousands of
observations and up to forty states in the Markov chain, which
may be required for IP traffic counts. Doing so is beyond the
scope of this paper.

Previous approaches to estimating MMPP parameters when
there are more than two states use the maximum likelihood esti-
mator (MLE) method [16]. The MLE is also used to estimate pa-
rameters of the PHMM [15]. MLEs are computationally expen-
sive because a nonlinear function is minimized; each function
evaluation has computational effort that is linear in the length
of the trace that is being fitted, and quadratic in the number
of states in the Markov chain underlying the MMPP. This may
not be tractable for 10 000 observations and 20 states, which is
what some of our traffic data yields. (One count every second
for three hours produces 10 800 counts). Moreover, the MLE
method requires that the number of states of the Markov chain
is picked before the calculations are done. Algorithm LAMBDA
in Section II-B1 can be used to do this.

The interrupted Poisson process(IPP) is the simplest nonde-
generate special case of an MMPP. There are two states, and
the arrival rate is zero in one of them. Andersson and Ryden
[16] developed a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm for
MMPPs based on the superposition of IPPs. Their algorithm re-
quires that the arrival times are given in addition to the counts.
We want to avoid needing that data. Leeet al. [17] describe
the properties of a generalized IPP in which the times between
phase transitions need not be exponential. They focus on the
autocorrelations in the times between arrival epochs. Since only
one positive Poisson rate is used, we do not think this model will
fit the data we use (see Fig. 1.)

A. D-MMPP Model

The D-MMPP is defined on a discrete Markov chain with
transition probability matrix . In each discrete step of
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Fig. 1. Sample data trace with the fitted arrival rates.

the Markov chain there will be a Poisson distributed number of
arrivals with mean , where is the state prior to the transition.
Let the arrival rate vector , where

and is the number of states of the Markov
chain. This definition of a D-MMPP coincides with a discrete
BMAP (D-BMAP) with representation where

(1)

(see [8]). The irreducible stochastic matrix
has stationary probability (row) vectorand mean arrival rate
vector

(2)

(where is a column vector of ones) so that the mean arrival
rate is .

B. Fitting Data to a D-MMPP

We assume throughout that some data analysis shows that an
MMPP or D-MMPP model suitably describes the data. An ex-
ample of how this may be done is given in Section II-E. As dis-
cussed in [18], the reason a two-state MMPP does not describe
highly bursty data well is because the union of the ranges of the
two Poisson processes is not the range of the data; there is a big
gap in the middle. This can be seen from the Normal approxi-
mation to the Poisson. For the Normal distribution we have the
familiar fact that 95% of the probability is contained within the
mean plus or minus 1.96 standard deviations. Since the variance
of the Poisson distribution equals the mean (say,), and for large

the Poisson and Normal distribution functions are close, most
of the observations of will be within with .
When the peak-to-mean ratio of the data is large, the two rates in
phases one and two, and say, with , will be very
different. Then will be much less than ,
and traffic with rates (in the MMPP sense of having different
rates persist for random lengths of time) between these values
will not be described.

1) Choosing the Rates:Suppose we use rates
, where is not yet specified. We need to cover

the largest observations, so we choose

peak of the data (3)

Equation (3) leaves some probability beyond the peak of the
data, so sample paths of the MMPP can have peaks larger than
the peak of the data. This is a quadratic inand its solution is

peak (4)

The lower bound of the data covered by is ,
which is chosen to be the upper bound of the data covered by

, so we get

(5)

Equation (5) is a quadratic in ; the solution is

(6)

This procedure can be repeated to obtainfrom from
, as long as desired. The obvious stopping points are at the

minimum of the data or zero.
Four points about this algorithm are worth noting. The first

is that the choice of is essentially arbitrary. A smaller
number would yield more rates. The second is that there is
some overlap in the values generated by adjacent rates. e.g., the
smallest values generated with are smaller than the largest
values generated with . Using a smaller number than 2 in
the algorithm would yield a larger overlap. The third is that
the data requirements are the largest and smallest values of the
time series. The fourth is that the differences are de-
creasing; the larger rates are used to cover more potential values.

The algorithm to select the rates is called LAMBDA; a precise
statement of the algorithm is given below.

Algorithm LAMBDA
0. Choose width parameter and ending

parameter .
1. Choose via (4).

a) Set .
b) Set .
c) If , Stop; else, go to 2.

2. Set .
a) Set .
b) Set .
c) Set .
d) If , Stop; else, repeat step 2.

2) Fitting the Markov Chain:Algorithm LAMBDA yields
rates; we now have to construct a Markov chain transition

matrix for the phases. Let be the observa-
tions. We associate with a phase (denoted ) as follows:

(7)

We interpret as observations on the
phase process. Let be the transition matrix for the
phase process. The MLE of is

number of transitions fromto
number of transitions out of

(8)

(see, e.g., [19]).
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C. Fitting an -State MMPP

The (continuous-time) MMPP is better suited as an arrival
process in extant algorithms and software for queueing models
than is the D-MMPP [8], [9]. In particular, although the
D-MMPP/D/1 queue falls into the general “M/G/1” paradigm
(see, e.g., [20]), this general structure requires the computation
and storage of a large number of matrices which are contained
in the transition probability matrix of the underlying Markov
chain embedded at transitions. These difficulties have been
avoided in the case of a continuous-time Markovian arrival
process (MAP); see, e.g., [21].

The phase transitions of an MMPP are governed by a rate
matrix (also called an infinitesimal generator) . A
way to obtain a that “corresponds” to the discrete transition
matrix of a D-MMPP is to choose

(9)

The properties that makes this choice ofcorrespond to
is that both processes have the same mean sojourn time in

state (for every ), probability of any given sequence of states,
and steady-state distribution. These assertions follow from basic
properties of Markov chains [22]. Putting these into the stan-
dard notation for a MAP for use in Section II-D, we have

and .
Note that one might ask why we first fit a D-MMPP and

then convert to a continuous MMPP as opposed to attempting
to fit the continuous MMPP directly. The reason is that with
high-speed links it is much easier to obtain traffic measurements
as counts over discrete intervals than interarrival times of indi-
vidual packets.

D. Mean Queue Length at Arrivals

Here we will compare the mean delays for the various
processes computed using the BMAP/G/1 algorithms with
simulated performance results. Let and be the virtual
waiting time and the waiting time seen by an arrival, respec-
tively, in the MAP/D/1 queue with mean service time equal to
one. Then from [8] and [21] we have

(10)

where is the
stationary probability vector of the irreducible stochastic matrix

, which is the unique solution to the matrix functional equation

(11)

and is the stationary vector of the infinitesimal generator
. The matrix is computed from (11) using successive sub-

stitution starting with a stochastic matrix (we use .)
In some cases (presented below), this successive substitution
required almost 100 000 iterations, but takes no more than a
few seconds on a Macintosh Powerbook G4 to achieve 10 dec-
imal places of accuracy. Using Little’s formula [23], the mean
queue length at an arbitrary time and at arrivals is given by

and , respectively.

E. Example

Fig. 1 shows a sample data trace representing over three hours
of traffic on an IP backbone link. A more global view of the

Fig. 2. “Smoothed” version of the data trace.

Fig. 3. Q-Q plot of data trace and simulation of the fitted process.

data is obtained by looking at a smoothed version of the data.
We use the smoother “lowess” as implemented in S-plus [24],
with each point of the smoothed version calculated from 0.4%
of the data. The plot is shown in Fig. 2. The arrival rate appears
to vary among several distinct values, which is consistent with
the sample-path behavior of an MMPP.

The data measures packets per 500 ms and the mean packet
length is 1000 bytes. The mean of the data is 360 packets per
500 ms or 5.76 Mb/s. Algorithm LAMBDA was used to fit this
data to a D-MMPP. In this case, 21 states were required and
the fitted arrival rates have been superimposed onto the data in
Fig. 1. One measure of the goodness of fit of the model is the
Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plot shown in Fig. 3. Here the quan-
tiles of the data trace and of a simulation of the fitted process
are shown. If both sets of data were drawn from the same distri-
bution we would expect the plot to be linear. The fit, as shown,
appears to be very good.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of performance of data trace and fitted model.

The autocorrelation in the data is not used directly in esti-
mating the parameters of the D-MMPP model; they enter indi-
rectly through the transition matrix. The latter decays to zero
much more rapidly than the former. This does not affect mean
queue sizes because the data was collected on a link with uti-
lization 0.13 and a simulation at that occupancy yields a mean
queue size close to zero for the data and a D-MMPP trace. When
the service rate is halved, the mean queue length for the data is
1.63; it is 1.58 for the D-MMPP. Since the data is TCP traffic, it
will adapt to congestion and extrapolating to higher utilizations
is fraught with danger [25].

To test the ability of the D-MMPP to capture the important
features of a packet trace, we estimated the mean packet delay
by simulating an infinite buffer queue with constant service
times using a packet trace (number of packets per second) as
the traffic input. The traffic intensity was varied by changing
the service time. We also computed the mean delay from an an-
alytic model where the arrival process was the MMPP fit [see
(19) for how an MMPP is obtained from a D-MMPP]. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4. The mean delays computed from the
analytic model and the simulation model are close over the prac-
tical region where the mean delay is below 600 ms. The analytic
model accurately captures the knee of the curve when the traffic
intensity increases from 0.3 to 0.4. At higher traffic intensities
(above 0.5), the mean delay from the simulation is significantly
larger than the mean delay from the analytic model. It does not
appear that the correlations in the data have a significant im-
pact on the ability of the D-MMPP to provide accurate estimates
of queueing performance when the delays are in the practical
range. The fact that accuracy declines at higher traffic intensi-

Fig. 5. Comparison of packet loss from data trace and fitted MMPP.

ties is consistent with caveats about extrapolating a TCP trace to
higher traffic intensity issued by Arvidsson and Karlsson [25].

A second test of the goodness of fit is a comparison of packet
loss probabilities when there is a finite buffer. The maximum
delay in a router is controlled by limiting the size of the buffer.
Our data averages 360 packets per half-second, so when
(processing rate is 1800 pps) it takes 2.8 ms to empty a buffer
of size 10, and when (processing rate is 500 pps) it
takes 10 ms to empty that buffer. These are typical design values.
Fig. 5 shows the packet loss probabilities for simulations driven
by the data trace and by two realizations of the MMPP fitted to
the trace. The curves are very close, so the MMPP captures the
relevant features of the trace. Similar closely matched curves
were obtained for a buffer of size 100. In those simulations, the
distributions of queue length were very close; they are not shown
because virtually all of the probability is concentrated at two
values: 0 and 100.

III. EFFECT OFLIMITING ACCESSLINE SPEEDS

It is well known that the Poisson process is not bursty enough
to adequately describe the type of data seen on IP links. In at-
tempting to demonstrate how poorly the Poisson distribution fits
the data, we displayed data generated by the Poisson distribu-
tion with the same mean as the data side-by-side to a portion of
the original data, as seen in Fig. 6.

It is immediately apparent that with respect to the high rates
that we observe in IP backbone traffic, the Poisson distribution is
relatively constant. Therefore, assuming that the original traffic
is adequately modeled by a D-MMPP, it is simple to represent
the same process transmitted over an access line with a limit
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Fig. 6. Poisson process with the same mean rate as the data trace.

on the transmission rate as another D-MMPP where all states
of the original process with corresponding rates higher than the
peak rate will be collapsed into one state with the peak rate as
its arrival rate. This result is stated in Theorem 1.

Consider a D-MMPP with transition probability matrixand
arrival rate vector , where

. If the D-MMPP is being used to approximate a bursty
traffic stream entering an output port, multiplexer, etc., as the
traffic intensity increases the peak rate of the stream will be
limited by the rate of the link. We now provide a method for
modifying the parameters of the D-MMPP so that the new model
captures the effect of limiting the peak. Letbe the stationary
vector of the transition matrix . That is

(12)

where . Then the mean arrival rate of the
D-MMPP is . Let the peak rate of the input line be

. Suppose , and (for the moment), that all the other’s
are less than. Let denote a generic sojourn time in state 1 of
the Markov chain. When the Markov chain is in state 1, packets
arrive faster than the input line can process them. The expected
number of arrivals during a sojourn in state 1 is

(13)

Assume the excess packets are stored in a buffer and that the
buffer is large enough that packet losses are negligible. (A way
to incorporate packet loss would be to set the rate of the output
process to the carried load on the link. The carried load can be
computed by standard queueing models of the given link and
buffer size.) The actual rate that the packets flow on the input
line is , so to conserve the expected number of packets during
a sojourn time in a state, we change the D-MMPP model by
replacing by and with which is chosen to maintain the
mean arrival rate. We also preserve the behavior during sojourns
in states corresponding to rates lower than the peak. Since

and the other ’s are held fixed, ; i.e., the mean
sojourn time in state 1 is increased. Now we show how to derive

the appropriate parameters of a D-MMPP to approximate this
behavior.

Let be the index for which and . Let
and partition and as

(14)

where , , and and are and
, respectively. We would like to collapse the states cor-

responding to rates greater than or equal to the peak rate into
one state with the peak rate as its corresponding rate and leave
the behavior of the other states unchanged. The sojourn time in
the peak-rate state should be extended so that the overall av-
erage rate is unchanged. We also partition the stationary vector
as and normalize the first component to be

.
Theorem 1: The D-MMPP with the desired properties has a

transition probability matrix given by

(15)

with mean arrival rate vector , where

and (16)

Proof: Clearly, the D-MMPP with representation given in
(15) has peak rate,, and the behavior when the rate is below the
peak is the same as that in the original D-MMPP. The vector
is chosen so that the rate into the peak state from less-than-
peak-rate state is the same as the rate into any of the states
greater than or equal to the peak state in the original process.
The probability of entering the less-than-peak-rate states for the
first time in state , given that the process starts in the greater-
than-peak-rate stateis given by the element of the matrix

(see [26] or [27, Lemma 1.C]).
By direct calculation, we can show that the stationary proba-

bility vector of the matrix is given by

(17)

and that the average arrival rate is . Setting this equal to
and solving for gives the final expression in the theorem.

Note that the essence of this result is a technique for col-
lapsing a group of states into a single state (i.e., all states with
rates greater than the peak rate are collapsed into a single state
corresponding to the peak rate.) This idea will be utilized in
Section IV on approximating a multiplexed process.

A. Example

The first graph in Fig. 7 shows a simulation of the original
data using the fitted D-MMPP computed earlier. Recall that this
process had a mean of 5.76 Mb/s. If this traffic is transmitted
over a 45-Mb/s access line, then there will be very little effect
on the traffic as seen by the dotted line in the first graph. The
second and third graphs in the figure show the traffic scaled by
4 and 6, respectively, with link capacity held at 45 Mb/s. That is,
the second graph represents traffic with a mean rate of 23 Mb/s,
and the third has a rate of 34.6 Mb/s.

We clearly see that by limiting the peak rate we achieve a
certain level of smoothing. Note that in order to achieve the same
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Fig. 7. Simulated data traces with mean rates 5.76, 23, and 34.6 Mb/s with a
45-Mb/s limit.

average rate of the original process, as the peak becomes more
limiting, the D-MMPP must remain at the peak rate for longer
times.

We also note that we are modeling the output process of a
node and not attempting here to model the delay through that
node. Clearly, an end-to-end model would need to incorporate
the delay (and blocking) seen by specific packets traversing the
network. Such an analysis could be done by incorporating the
traffic models discussed in this paper into performance models.
That analysis is beyond the present scope.

IV. M ODELING MULTIPLEXED TRAFFIC

If two traffic streams have been adequately modeled by
D-MMPPs with representations and , respec-
tively, then the process obtained by multiplexing these streams
is given by the superposition of these two processes. It is well
known [8] that the superposition is again a D-MMPP with
arrival rate vector given by

(18)

and transition probability matrix given by

(19)

where represents the Kronecker product,represents the
Kronecker sum [28], forms a diagonal matrix with its argu-
ment on the diagonal and extracts the diagonal of a matrix
in column vector form. If is of order and is of order

, then the order of the superposition process is .
This explosion in the size of the state space has been the main
hindrance to numerical solutions to the queueing model with
multiplexed MMPP arrivals.

We make several observations. First, the reason the state
space is so large is that every possible combination of states
in the original processes needs to be treated. If the original
processes were fit to data using Algorithm LAMBDA, then
by definition, the rates are spread out over the range of the

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 8. Arrival rates of (a) the single process, (b) the multiplexed process, and
(c) the reduced process.

data. To simplify notation, let us assume that we are multi-
plexing two identical streams with parameters where

ordered from largest to smallest. Then
the largest rate in the superposed process isand the smallest
rate is and all of the other rates will be distributed
between these two extremes.

In Fig. 8, we show the original arrival rates of the single
process along with the arrival rates associated with the superpo-
sition process. It is clear that the multiplexed process has many
states where the rates are very close together. Applying the rea-
soning of Section II, we construct another D-MMPP with a very
similar behavior with a much smaller set of states whose asso-
ciated rates are spread out to cover the original range of states.
In particular, starting with the peak rate, we apply Algorithm
LAMBDA to compute a sequence of rates with the appropriate
overlap governed by the spacing parameter. In Fig. 8(c), we
display the rates computed using . Note that only 30 states
are required to approximate the multiplexed process with a total
of states. The effectiveness of the approximation
will be discussed in Section V.

A. Reduction Algorithm

We now present an algorithm for approximating the superpo-
sition of two D-MMPPs with a D-MMPP with a much smaller
state space. Given two D-MMPPs with parameters
with states and with states, respectively, we
first compute the actual parameters of the superposed
process from (18) and (19). Let be the number of
states. We then reorder the states so that .
Let the parameters of the approximating process be denoted
by . The approximating process retains the largest
arrival rate, i.e., . We then apply one step of Algorithm
LAMBDA to compute the next lower rate, , using the spacing
parameter . We then reorder the states so thatis placed at
the bottom of the vector and then apply the peak-limiting
algorithm of Section III with “peak” rate . Specifically, with
the above notation we have the following algorithm.
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Algorithm REDUCTION
0. Compute the stationary vectors , of the

original D-MMPPs, i.e.,

(20)

1. Compute the stationary probability vector of the
superposed process and the average rate of the
superposed process .

2. Choose width parameter .
3. Set .
4. Reorder the states so that and

adjust the transition matrix to reflect the same state re-
ordering. Set .

5. Continue
a) Set .
b) Set .
c) Set .
d) Set and compute a new version of

and according to Theorem 1. Note that, for some
values, there is no feasible value(from Theorem 1)
corresponding to the rate peak that will result in the
same overall average rate. In this case, we set ,
corresponding to remaining in the corresponding state for
just one step, and then compute the corresponding rate
needed to achieve the original average rate. That is, from
the second equation in (16), we have

(21)

e) If , stop; else, go to step 6.
6. Let be the index for which . Reorder

the states so that and
adjust the transition matrix to reflect the same state re-
ordering. Go to step 5.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we present some examples of the previous
results. In particular, we start with the D-MMPP approximation
of the data trace discussed in Section II-E. We show that we can
approximate a superposition of four of these processes (which
would require over 194 000 states to be modeled exactly) with
a process with just 41 states.

A. Multiplexed Process

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the multiplexing
algorithm, we first generate four independent simulated traces
from the fitted D-MMPP process. These are labeled Trace A–D,
respectively, in Fig. 9. The initial state of each trace is chosen
according to the stationary probability vector of the D-MMPP.

We can then superpose these simulated traces to achieve a
valid trace from the superposition of the D-MMPPs. This is
much more efficient than forming the D-MMPP representation
of the superposition and simulating from that. In fact, due to
the tremendous increase in the state space of the superposition,
that approach would not be feasible. In Fig. 10, we show the
multiplexed streams Trace A Trace B (labeled Trace AB) and
Trace C Trace D (labeled Trace CD).

Fig. 9. Four simulated traces from D-MMPP-1.

Fig. 10. Multiplexed traces A+ B and C+ D.

The representation of the D-MMPP corresponding to the su-
perposition of two identical processes represented by the orig-
inal D-MMPP is obtained from (18) and (19) and in this case
has states. From this representation we apply the
REDUCTION algorithm to obtain an approximate representa-
tion (D-MMPP-2) of the superposed process. In this example,
the reduced process has 31 states. Fig. 11 shows the Q-Q plot of
Trace AB with a simulated trace from the reduced D-MMPP-2.
Once again, we see a very good fit.
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Fig. 11. Q-Q plot of the sum of Trace A+ Trace B and the reduced fitted
process.

Fig. 12. Sum of four traces and a sample trace of the reduced fitted process.

Finally, we present the multiplexed process obtained by sum-
ming all four traces (A–D) in Fig. 9. Note that the number of
states in the exact representation of the D-MMPP representing
this process would require states. This is far
beyond our capabilities of obtaining exact performance results
from existing performance algorithms.

Our approximation starts with the 31-state reduced
D-MMPP-2. The superposition of this approximating process
would contain states. We then apply the RE-
DUCTION algorithm to this superposition and obtain an
approximate representation (D-MMPP-4) with 41 states. A
simulation of the approximate process is shown in Fig. 12
along with the superposition of the four original traces.

Fig. 13. Q-Q plot of the sum of four traces and a simulation of the reduced
fitted process.

Fig. 14. Stationary probabilities for 1-, 2-, and 4-stream models.

The goodness-of-fit for the one-dimensional distributions of
the superposition is shown by the Q-Q plot in Fig. 13. To our
eyes, the fit appears to be “good enough” to use the approximate
superpositions instead of the exact representation in queueing
models.

B. Further Reduction in State Space

In Fig. 14, we show the stationary probabilities of the states
in the 1-stream, 2-stream and 4-stream models. If we eliminate
the states with a stationary probability smaller than then
we can reduce the number of states from 41 to 34 in the 4-stream
model. Note that this approximation would normally eliminate
the state corresponding to the sum of the peaks. This is not a bad
thing. Since the probability of both processes being in the peak
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Fig. 15. Analytic and simulation results for queue length at arrivals.

state at the same time is negligible, we need not track that state
for the approximation. In fact, this also explains the smoothing
that is accomplished by superposing the processes.

C. Performance Comparisons

In Fig. 15, we plot the analytic and simulation results for the
mean queue length at arrivals for one, two, and four streams. The
analytic results are well within the 95% confidence intervals of
the simulation results.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown how to estimate the rates of a D-MMPP with
Algorithm LAMBDA, and how to estimate the transition matrix
with (7). The modifications in the parameters of a D-MMPP that
can reflect the effects of a rate-limiting server are given by The-
orem 1. The algorithm REDUCTION provides an approximate
D-MMPP for the superposition of two independent D-MMPPs.
An empirical demonstration that our procedures provide a good
match to simulations was given. By combining the approxima-
tion for the rate-limited arrival process and the approximation of
the multiplexed process, one can explicitly model traffic coming
to a backbone router from inhomogeneous sources which first
go through access routers. The state-space explosion that ac-
companies exact modeling is avoided at the expense of slight
approximation inaccuracy. Simulation is unlikely to be a viable
alternative to an approximate analytic model. Simulating the su-
perposition of MMPPs is very time consuming. If it is done by
simulating the phase changes from the exact transition matrix,
a large number of arrivals have to be simulated to ensure that
the phase process has enough transitions to give a representa-
tive path. If it is done by simulating the constituent MMPPs and
combining them, several paths have to be generated and com-
bined. The simulations reported in Section V-C for the super-
position of four D-MMPPs were done that way, and took about
two hours on a SUN Ultra-Enterprise 3000.

The approximation of the D-MMPP given by algorithm
LAMBDA will not provide an appropriate set of conditional
arrival rates when the peak rate is too small. For count data,

this means that the interval during which the counts are made
cannot be so short that the variability of the data is insignificant.
To see this, consider the extreme case when the length of an
interval is the time to process one bit. Then each interval has
either zero or one bit, which is not an MMPP because when
one event occurs for certain, the number of events does not
have a Poisson distribution. As the length of the measurement
interval is increased from this tiny value, the number of events
in an interval will start to exhibit nondegenerate stochastic
fluctuations, and an MMPP may provide a suitable model.

The same analysis carries over to the approximation of the
superposition of D-MMPPs; our approximation will not work
when the peak rate is too small. However, under this condition
the D-MMPP will not have many states, and the superposition
of two of them can be done exactly without extraordinary com-
putation. For example, we did an example where the original
D-MMPP had five states. The approximation of the superposi-
tion attempted to use seven states, and this was not a good ap-
proximation of the true process which has 25 states (and was
not difficult to compute with). One can attempt to approximate
the superposition of four of these D-MMPPs by the approximate
method, which is worth being able to do because the exact repre-
sentation has 625 states. Investigating the range of applicability
of our approximations will be the subject of future work.
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